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         Supreme 614  “SOLO” 
The idea of designing this Supreme 614  is based on the fact that German Klang & Ton as well as 

Hobby Hifi magazines tested the MOREL SCM 634 Midrange unit and both gave it the status of 

“Excellent full range unit”. Based on their measurements it would perform very well in a ported 

cabinet of about 20 liters with a range of around 30-18.000Hz. And it DOES ! 

Designing a full range is new for our designer Louis 

Timmers and he had to face some things never done 

before, it took some more time to develop it, 

despite the fact that is a most simple design. In 

order to check this new status of the SCM 634 we 

mounted it in our CA625 cabinet and drove it full 

range. This first adventure was simply already 

unbelievable due to 3D, warmth, etc. Let’s say in 

one word: MUSIC. This unit obviously deserved to be 

built in a very nice looking cabinet and make MUSIC. 

After some experiments with different shapes, we 

decided for a some smaller cabinet as both magazines 

had calculated, in order to achieve the best overall 

performance instead of maximum bass. It has a great 

appeal with its triangular shape and roof-like top panel. 

This top panel isn’t just there for the looks, it also reflects 

the waves down into the cabinet. A port in the front 

didn’t look nice and also generates to much midrange in 

this full range design, so we had to come up with 

something else. Since the back is only 50mm wide this was no option and so, only the bottom was left. So, this 

speaker needs to be placed on spikes in order to let the port do what it is meant to do: generating fantastic low 

frequencies, actually going way deeper as you would expect from a 16cm unit in a cabinet like this. You can 

even tune the bass by lifting the speaker more or less from the floor. On the other side, a 16cm woofer with a 

“regular” looking cone can never produce 18k, right? Wrong ! It simply DOES, due to all the key features 

MOREL company has in house, to start with the unique, shallow carbon fiber/ Rohacell/carbon fiber sandwich 

cone. Then the ultra light (4 ohms to save weight) aluminum Hexatech voice coil in underhung configuration, a 

copper sleeve to minimize EMF and flattening impedance curve by nature, a hybrid magnet system, ultra stiff 

Uniflow basket, very long  throw despite “midrange” classification, etc.  

I listened  to this system for months before presenting it and every day I enjoy my music and movies. This 

system appears NOT to have all the flaws noticed in so many full range systems.  WHAT it is bundling  from 4k 

up, WHAT it is intermodulating high frequencies, WHAT is has no power, WHAT there is no punch, WHAT about 

metal instruments don’t sing, WHAT about sharp S and T sounds, WHAT about tube like hollow sound in 

midrange and screaming in your face as about all fullranges appear to do?????     I don’t know why and I don’t 

care, this system has none of these flaws;  it is all as it should be as hundreds of people noticed at Dutch X-Fi 

show 29-30 sept. 2012.  Obviously sometimes you have to put aside all the “meanings” and think/look/listen 

some further……..    The 6moons team checked it:    http://www.6moons.com/audioreviews/eltim/1.html 

Build it and enjoy the MUSIC  -)))          LT 

 

http://www.6moons.com/audioreviews/eltim/1.html
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